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TERMS OF REFERENCE  

OF THE GOVERNANCE & PROBITY COMMITTEE 
Approved 5 June 2019, Minute 2879 

 
 

Matters for recommendation by the Committee to the Board 
 
1.  Consideration of proposals affecting the structure, size or composition of the Board. 

 
2. Consideration of any proposal to alter the Board’s overall corporate governance 

arrangements and committee structure. 
 

3. Formulation or revision of Standing Orders, Procedural Rules and Financial Regulations. 
 

4. Terms of reference of, and delegations to, committees. 
 

5. Delegations to Officers.  
 

6. Formulation or revision of Codes of Member and Officer Conduct or related Protocols. 
 

7. Formulation or revision of any policy document relating to the Board’s policies or practices 

under Data Protection, Freedom of Information or Anti - Fraud or Bribery legislation and IT 
Security/E-risks. 

 
8. Formulation or revision of Complaints Procedures.  

 
9. Formulation of any protocols intended to clarify and/or facilitate the efficient administrative 

operation of the Board or its Committees. 
 

10. To keep under regular review the content and effectiveness of the Board’s corporate 

governance arrangements generally and to make appropriate recommendations.  
 

11. Delegation to the Principal Officer to receive, consider and determine complaints and to 
submit reports to Members as appropriate. 

 

 

 

 



 Minutes of the Governance & Probity Committee Meeting 
Of the Lower Severn (2005) Internal Drainage Board 

Held Wednesday 31st March 2021 at 10.30 am 
 Virtual Meeting 

Present: Cllr B Behan Chairman 
Mrs F Collins 
Cllr M Riddle 
Cllr J Jones 

Staff: Kieran Warren Principal Officer  PO 
Louise Reading Minutes  

** 

3198 Apologies/Welcomes 
Apologies were received from Cllr P Abraham and Cllr P Burford 

3199 Chairman’s Announcements 
There were no Chairman’s Announcements 

3200 Declarations of Interest 
There were no declarations of interest. 

3201 Minutes of the Previous Meeting 

It was resolved that: 
• Subject to the amendment to the date in minute 3090 from

31st March 2022 to 31st March 2021, the minutes of the
meeting held on 2nd December 2020 be approved as a
correct record.

3202 Reserves and Board Closure 
At the last Governance and Probity Committee meeting, Members had 
requested that the PO investigate the level of reserves available to meet 
its obligations should the Board cease operations. The PO updated 
Members that he had contact local authorities and the LGPS and was 
able to obtain broad figures. Based on current reserves and the value of 
net assets, he was confident that in the very unlikely event of closure the 
Board had sufficient funds to meet its liabilities. 

He also advised Members that if the Board were to be replaced by a 
new drainage body, then the application of TUPE regulations would 
mean that its liabilities would transfer to its successor 

It was resolved that: 
• The report be noted

3203 Remote Meetings 
The PO updated members about legislation allowing meetings to be 
held virtually due to expire on 7th May 2021. He was waiting on guidance 
from Defra as to how IDBs could proceed beyond that date. 

Members agreed that a mixture of remote and in person meetings 
seemed to provide flexibility. Cllr Riddle highlighted that unlike local 
authorities the Board’s area included 8 different local authorities and 
remote meetings could save considerable travel time for those that live 
furthest away. The PO added that some Members were very happy with 
the current meeting arrangements 

It was resolved that: 
• The report be noted
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3203 Policies to be Reviewed 
Biodiversity Plan 
The Chair felt the plan was reflected the Board’s aspirations to maximise 
the biodiversity benefits from its activities. 

Cllr Riddle suggested that it could be sent out for consultation to an 
environmental body for review. For example, to check for any new 
protected species to be included. Members agreed with this. 

The PO suggested contacting ADA and Cllr Jones suggested local 
council Biodiversity officers may be able to help. 

Data Protection Policy 
The PO advised Members that this policy followed statutory guidance 
and that it was up to date.  

Cllr Riddle asked if staff should be given training so they feel supported 
in such an important area. The Chair suggested that maybe the Boards 
Data Protection Officer could provide some internal training.  
The PO advised Members he would investigate options for staff data 
protection training and report back. 

Employee Handbook 
The PO advised Members that the handbook was issued by Citation. He 
advised that the redundancy section needed revising after Members 
agreed at the last Governance and Probity Committee meeting that the 
Board would follow ACAS advice in this area. 

The PO also felt it important to add a section to cover home working due 
to the changes the Covid pandemic had brought. Members agreed that it 
was important that expectations were recorded and agreed between the 
Board and its employees. 

The Chair asked Members if putting the wrong fuel in a vehicle was 
classed as gross misconduct as this seemed harsh. The PO agreed, 
although it was included under gross misconduct in case of a malicious 
act. 

In response to Cllr Jones’ question, the PO advised that in recent years 
insurance certificates showing employees had business use on their car 
insurance had not been checked and that he would reintroduce 
monitoring arrangements. 

Standing Orders 
On page 80 between points 32 and 33 the PO advised there should be a 
heading ‘Authority for Virtual Meetings’. 

On Page 77 under point 6 the wording ‘by secret ballot’ should be 
removed as this is incorrect. 

The Chair asked the PO if there needed to be an amendment as to the 
signing of the paper minutes as Covid had restricted this. She advised 
that her council post the minutes for signing and return. The PO advised 
that he would look into this 

It was recommended that: 
• The Biodiversity Plan be issued to local councils and ADA

for consultation and report back to the next Governance
and Probity Committee Meeting;

• The Data Protection Policy be submitted to the Board for
Approval as per Appendix A;

• The Employee Handbook be revised and reissued to all
staff;

• The Standing orders be amended and submitted to the
Board for approval as per Appendix B.

20210331 G&P1 
PO to consult ADA 
and local councils for 
Biodiversity plan 
review 

20210331 G&P2 
PO to investigate data 
protection training for 
staff 

20210331 G&P3 
PO to request 
insurance documents 
from employees 

20210331 G&P4 
PO to investigate the 
signing of paper 
minutes 
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Schedule of Policies 

It was resolved that: 
• The Schedule of Policies be noted.

Date of Next Meeting 
Members noted that the next Governance and Probity meeting would be 
held on 1st December 2021, with the possibility of an additional meeting 
in September 2021 if business warrants it. 

The meeting closed at 11.30am 

3204

3205
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Appendix A 

1 5  A p r i l  2 0 2 1 P a g e  1 | 5 

Lower Severn (2005) Internal Drainage Board 
DATA PROTECTION POLICY 

Introduction 

The Data Protection Act 2018 (“the Act”) has replaced the Data Protection Act 1988 and came 
into force on 25 May 2018. 

The General Data Protection Regulation (“the Regulation”) came into force on 25 May 2018 
and is designed to cover the collecting, storing, processing and distribution of personal data. 
It gives rights to individuals about whom information is recorded. This applies to all individuals 
whether they are employees, members, ratepayers or other customers, suppliers or members 
of the public.  

The General Data Protection Regulation is being implemented in the UK through the Data 
 Protection Act 2018. 

Policy Statement 

In order to meet its legal obligations and to operate effectively the Lower Severn (2005) 
Internal Drainage Board (“the Board”) needs to collect, maintain and use certain personal 
information about current and past employees, members, ratepayers and other customers, 
suppliers and others with whom it has dealings. All such personal information, whether held 
on paper, computer or other format will be obtained, handled, processed, transported and 
stored lawfully and correctly in accordance with the Act.  

The Board will aim to ensure that all employees and others who have access to any 
information held are fully aware of and abide by their duties and responsibilities under the Act. 

The Board recognises that personal information is confidential and that unauthorised 
disclosure is a criminal offence under the Act. 

Lawful Basis for Collecting and Processing Data 

The Board is defined as a Public Authority under the Act. The Board has a lawful basis for 
collecting and using data under the Land Drainage Act 1991, in particular Section 52 Register 
of Drainage Hereditaments and Section 53 Power to require information. This data is 
categorised under the Act as a legal obligation to hold for the purpose of usage under the 
requirements of the Land Drainage Act 1991. The intended purposes for processing the 
personal data is for the Board’s legal obligations of the Land Drainage Act 1991 and any other 
relevant Act. 

An individual or organisation has no right to object to the Board holding this relevant data. The 
Board does not require consent to hold the relevant data and there is no right to have it erased. 
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Data Protection Principles 

The Board is committed to the principles contained in the Act. 

These principles are: 

• Personal data shall be processed fairly and lawfully and, in particular, shall not be
processed unless specific conditions are met;

• Personal data shall be obtained only for one  or more specified and lawful purposes
and shall not be further processed in any way incompatible with that purpose or those
purposes;

• Personal data shall be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purpose
or purposes for which they are processed;

• Personal data shall be accurate and where necessary, kept up to date;
• Personal data processed for any purpose or purposes shall not be kept longer than is

necessary for that purpose or those purposes;
• Personal data shall be processed in accordance with the right of data subjects under

the Act;
• Appropriate technical and organisational measures shall be taken against

unauthorised or unlawful processing of personal data and against accidental loss or
destruction of, or damage to, personal data;

• Personal data shall not be transferred to a country or territory outside the European
Economic Area unless that country or territory ensures an adequate level of protection
for the rights and freedom of data subjects in relation to the processing of personal
data.

To meet the requirements of the Act the Board is committed to the following: 

That personal information shall be: 

• Processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner in relation to individuals;
• Collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a

manner that is incompatible with those purposes; further processing for archiving
purposes in the public interest; scientific or historical research purposes or statistical
purposes shall not be considered to be incompatible with the initial purposes;

• Adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for
which they are processed;

• Accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable step must be taken
to ensure that personal data that are inaccurate, having regard to the purposes for
which they are processed, are erased or rectified without delay;

• Kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer than is
necessary for the purposes for which the personal data are processed; personal data
may be stored for longer periods insofar as the personal data will be processed solely
for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes
or statistical purposes subject to implementation of the appropriate technical and
organisational measures required by the Act in order to safeguard the rights and
freedoms of individuals;

• Processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data,
including protection against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against
accidental loss, destruction or damage, using appropriate technical or organisational
measures.
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Compliance with the Data Protection Principles 

In order to comply with the data protection principles, the Board will: 

• Observe fully all conditions regarding the fair collection and use of personal
information;

• Meet its legal obligations to specify the purpose for which information is used;
• Collect and process appropriate personal information only to the extent that it is

needed to fulfil operational needs or to comply with legal obligations;
• Ensure that the personal information used is as accurate as possible;
• Apply strict checks to determine the length of time personal information is held and

ensure that personal information is not held any longer than is necessary;
• Ensure that individuals about whom information is held are able to exercise their rights

under the Act, including the right to be informed that processing is taking place, the
right of access to their own personal information, the right to prevent processing in
certain circumstances and the right to correct, rectify, block or erase incorrect
information;

• Take appropriate technical and organisational security measures to safeguard
personal information;

• Ensure that personal information is not transferred outside the EEA without suitable
safeguards.

Commitment to Data Protection 

The Board adheres to its commitment to the Act by: 

• Allocating specific responsibility for data protection to at least one person;
• Ensuring that employees handling personal information are supervised appropriately;
• Processing requests for access to personal information in a timely and courteous

manner;
• Recording any breaches in data protecting policy and taking disciplinary action as

necessary;
• Periodically reviewing the management of personal information and updating the policy

and procedures accordingly.

Lawful Processing 

Before any processing of personal data takes place the lawful basis for processing will be 
established. The Lawfulness of processing conditions include: 

• Consent of the data subject;
• Processing is necessary for the performance of a contract with the data subject or to

take steps to enter into a contract;
• Processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation;
• Processing is necessary to protect the vital interests of a data subject or another

person;
• Processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried on the public interest or

in the exercise of official authority vested in the Board.
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Responsibilities 

The overall responsibility of ensuring compliance to the Act remains with the Board. However: 

• The day to day responsibility rests with the office based employees;
• It is the responsibility of all employees to ensure that personal information provided to

the Board, for example current address, is accurate and up to date. To this end
employees are required to inform the Board immediately when changes occur;

• Employees whose role involves the collection, maintenance and processing of
personal information about other employees, ratepayers, customers, suppliers or any
other individuals with whom the Board has dealings are responsible for following the
Boards rules on good data protection practise as notified from time to time.

Individuals’ Rights 

Individuals have the following rights. The right: 

• To be informed;
• Of access;
• To rectification;
• To erasure;
• To restrict processing;
• To data portability;
• To object;
• Not to be subject to automated decision-making including profiling.

Individuals’ Rights are restricted if the information is lawfully collected. 

Access to Information 

Anyone who is the subject of personal information held by the Board has the right to make a 
subject access request. Those who wish to exercise this right should write to the Principal 
Officer. The Board reserves the right to charge £10 for responding to such requests. If, as a 
result of a subject access request, any personal information is found to be incorrect, it will be 
amended. The Board will deal promptly and in a courteous manner with subject access 
requests and will normally respond within 40 days. If there is a reason for delay, the person 
making the request will be informed accordingly.  

Breach of the Policy 

Breach of this policy by an employee will be regarded as a disciplinary offence and will be 
dealt with under the Board’s formal discipline procedure.  

Employees who consider that there has been a breach of this policy in relation to personal 
information about them held by the Board should raise the matter via the Board’s formal 
grievance procedure. 
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Contact 

If you have any questions, comments or complaints about this Data Protection Policy please 
contact Martin Dear using the details below: 

Martin Dear 
Data Protection Officer 
Lower Severn (2005) Internal Drainage Board 
Waterside Buildings 
Oldbury Naite 
Thornbury 
South Gloucestershire 
BS35 1RF 

Email: MDear@lowersevernidb.org.uk 

Updating this Data Protection Policy 

The Board may update or amend this Data Protection Policy from time to time, to comply 
with law or to meet changing business requirements. When updates are made to this Policy, 
the Board will take appropriate measures to inform you, consistent with the significance of 
the changes made. 
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Lower Severn (2005) Internal Drainage Board 

STANDING ORDERS 

Rules made by the Lower Severn (2005) Internal Drainage Board with the 
approval of the Secretary of State under paragraph 3(1) of the Second 
Schedule to the Land Drainage Act, 1991.  The relevant statutory provisions 
governing the proceedings of an Internal Drainage Board are set out in the 
Annex to these Rules for reference purposes. 

Regulations as to Proceedings 

1. Meetings of the Board, for which five clear working days’ notice will be given, will be
open to the public and press who will on the invitation of the Chairman be able to speak
at the meeting. The Board can pass a resolution to exclude the public and/or press from
a meeting or part thereof where it is considered that the nature of the business to be
transacted so requires. In that event the reasons for such exclusion shall be clearly
recorded in the minutes:-

a) The Board will hold an Annual General Meeting in November each year together
with such other meetings as it may determine.

b) At one such meeting the Board will determine the drainage rate and special
levies to be set to enable the latter to be served on the special levy councils by
no later than the 15th February in respect to the following financial year.

c) In addition either the Chairman and/or 10 or more members may call a Special
Meeting to consider any urgent matter.

2. For each meeting, members will receive an Agenda and any accompanying papers by
post or other means dispatched at least five clear working days before the meeting.

3. No business shall be transacted by the Board, other than that which appears on the
Agenda, unless 75% of the members present agree to any such additional issue being
discussed as a matter of urgency. The reasons for such urgent consideration shall be
recorded in the minutes of the meeting.

4. a) A formal meeting of the Board cannot be conducted unless at least half plus one 
members are present at the start of and during the meeting. If departures reduce the 
number below the quorum then the Chairman will terminate the meeting at that point. 
b) All resolutions and proposals will be decided by a majority of votes of the

members present. Except as provided elsewhere in these rules, voting shall be 
by show of hands. 

c) In the case of an equality of votes at any meeting, the Chairman for the time
being of such meeting shall have a second or casting vote. 

5. The Board shall meet at a venue to be determined from time to time with such venue
being specified in the agenda.

6. The Board shall, by secret ballot, at the Annual General Meeting appoint a Chairman
and Vice-Chairman whose terms of office shall continue until the following Annual
General Meeting. Wherever practicable, one of these positions shall be held by an
elected member and the other by an appointed member.

7. If any vacancy occurs in the office of Chairman or Vice-Chairman, the Board shall as
soon as they conveniently can after the occurrence of such vacancy, choose someone
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of their number to fill such vacancy. 

8. a) At any meeting of the Board the Chairman, if present, shall preside. 
b) If the Chairman is absent from a meeting of the Board, the Vice-Chairman, if present,

shall preside. 
c) If at any meeting of the Board both the Chairman and Vice-Chairman are not present

at the time the members present shall choose someone of their number to be 
Chairman of such meeting. 

9. The Board shall cause Minutes to be made of all meetings, posted on the Board’s
website marked as ‘Draft’ or ‘Approved’ as appropriate and recorded in an appropriate
form:-
a) of all appointments of Officers made by the Board
b) of the names of the members present at each meeting of the Board and Committees

or Sub-Committees of the Board
c) of all orders made by the Board and Committees or Sub-Committees of the Board,

and
d) of  all  resolutions  and  proceedings  of  meetings  of  the  Board  and  of

Committees or Sub-Committees of the Board.

The Board will approve, with or without amendment, the minutes of the preceding meeting 
and these will be duly signed by the Chairman together with any financial statements 
presented at that meeting. 

10. All proceedings, resolutions and reports of every Committee, Sub-Committee or Working
Group intended to be laid before the Board shall be circulated among the members of
the Board at least five clear working days before the meeting of the Board at which the
same are to be submitted.

Committees and Sub-Committees or Working Groups 

11. The Board may appoint such Committees or Sub-Committees as they think fit and the
quorum for these meetings shall be in the same proportion as the quorum required for
Board meetings.  The acts of any Committee, Sub-Committees shall be subject to the
approval of the Board unless the Board has delegated its powers to that Committee or
Sub-Committee.

12. A Committee, Sub-Committee or Working Group may elect a Chairman of their
meetings. If no such Chairman is elected, or if he/she is not present, the members
present shall choose someone of their number to be Chairman of such meeting.

13. A Committee, Sub-Committee or Working Group may meet and adjourn as they think
proper. Proposals at any meeting shall be determined by a majority of votes of the
members present, and shall be decided by a show of hands. In case of any equal
division of votes the Chairman shall have a second or casting vote.

14. Regulations 9 and 10 shall apply to minutes of Committees, Sub-Committees and
Working Groups.
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Notices of Motion 

15. Notice of every motion shall be in writing, signed by the member or members of the
Board giving the notice, and delivered at least ten clear working days before the next
meeting of the Board, at the offices of Principal Officer by whom it shall be dated,
numbered in the order in which it is received, and entered in a book which shall be open
to the inspection of every member of the Board.

16. The Principal Officer shall set out in the report for every meeting of the Board all motions
of which notice has been duly given in the order in which they have been received,
unless the member giving such notice intimated in writing, when giving it, that he/she
proposed to move it at some later meeting or has since withdrawn it in writing.

17. If a motion thus set out in the report be not moved either by a member who gave notice
thereof or by some other member on his/her behalf it shall, unless postponed by consent
of the Board, be treated as withdrawn and shall not be moved without fresh notice.

Standing Orders 
Order of Debate 

18. Every proposal or amendment, other than a proposal for the approval of a Committee,
Sub-Committee or Working Group, shall be proposed and seconded and shall, if
required, be written out and handed to the Chairman who shall read it out before it is
further discussed or put to the meeting.

19. The Chairman will invite members to speak on the subject under discussion.

20. Members must declare where they have an interest in a matter to be discussed, the
Chairman then deciding what if any part the member can take in any ensuing discussion
and whether the member can vote.

21. A proposal or amendment once made shall not be withdrawn without the consent of the
Board.

22. Every amendment shall be relevant to the proposal to which it is applied and its effect
must not be to negate the wording of the motion.

23. Whenever an amendment upon an original resolution has been proposed and seconded,
no second or subsequent amendment shall be moved until the first amendment shall
have been dealt with, but notice of any number of amendments may be given.

24. If an amendment is rejected then other amendments may be proposed on the original
resolution or proposal.

25. If an amendment is carried the proposal as amended shall take the place of the original
proposal and shall become the question upon which any further amendment may be
moved.

26. The  mover  of  a  motion  has  a  right  of  reply  at  the  end  of  the  debate immediately
before the motion is put to the vote.

27. If an amendment is moved, the mover of the original motion has a right of reply at the
end of the debate upon the amendment but may not otherwise speak on the
amendment.
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28. The mover of an amendment has no right of reply to the debate on the amendment.

29. No proposal to rescind any resolution which has been passed within the preceding six
months, nor any proposal to the same effect as any proposal which has been negated
within the preceding six months shall be in order.

The Common Seal 

30. The Common Seal of the Board shall be kept in some safe place. All deeds and other
documents to which the Common Seal of the Board shall require to be affixed shall be
sealed in pursuance of the Board, and in the presence of both the Chairman and the
Principal Officer of the Board.

31. Copies of all sealed documents must be retained.

Suspension of Standing Orders 

32. Any one or more of the standing orders, in any case of urgency or upon resolution or
proposal made on a notice duly given, may be suspended at any meeting, so far as
regards any business at such meeting, provided that 75% of the members of the Board
present and voting are in agreement.

Authority for Virtual Meetings 

33. In relation to any meeting held before 7th May 2021, “presence” at a meeting
includes physical attendance and being present through remote attendance.
“Remote attendance” means attending or participating in a meeting by electronic
means, including by one or more of the following:
(i) telephone conference
(ii) video conference
(iii) live webcast
(iv) live interactive streaming.

34. In relation to ay meeting held before 7th May 2021, regulation 5 is suspended and
the Board shall instead provide members with relevant details to enable members
to attend and participate in meetings, including remotely. The Board shall provide
confirmation of these details in the agenda For these purposes, “details” includes
one or more of the following:
(i) the venue
(ii) the availability of a telephone conference facility and the manner of

accessing such facility 
(iii) the availability of a video conference facility and the manner of accessing 

such facility 
(iv) the availability of a live webcast facility and the manner of accessing such 

facility 
(v) the availability of a live interactive streaming facility and the manner of 

accessing such facility. 
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STATUTORY PROVISIONS REGARDING THE PROCEEDINGS OF AN 
INTERNAL DRAINAGE BOARD SET OUT IN PARAGRAPH 3 OF SCHEDULE 2 
TO THE LAND DRAINAGE ACT, 1991. 

3. (1) An internal drainage board may, with the approval of the relevant Minister, make
rules–

a) for regulating the proceedings of the board, including quorum, place of meetings and
notices to be given of meetings;

b) with respect to the appointment of a chairman and a vice-chairman;
c) for enabling the board to constitute committees; and
d) for authorising the delegation to committees of any of the powers of the board and

for regulating the proceedings of committees, including quorum, place of meetings
and notices to be given of meetings.

(2) The first meeting of an internal drainage board shall be held on such day and at such
time and place as may be fixed by the relevant Minister; and the relevant Minister
shall cause notice of the meeting to be sent by post to each member of the board
not less than fourteen days before the appointed day.

(3) Any member of an internal drainage board who is interested in any company with
which the board has, or proposes to make, any contract shall–

a) disclose to the board the fact and nature of his interest; and
b) take no part in any deliberation or decision of the board relating to such contract;

And such disclosure shall be forthwith recorded in the minutes of the board. 

(4) A minute of the proceedings of a meeting of an internal drainage board, or of a
committee of such a board, purporting to be signed at that or the next ensuing meeting
by a person describing himself as, or appearing to be, the chairman of the meeting to
the proceedings of which the minute relates–

a) shall be evidence of the proceedings; and
b) shall be received in evidence without further proof.

(5) Until the contrary is proved–

a) every meeting in respect of the proceedings of which a minute has been so
signed shall be deemed to have been duly convened and held;

b) all the proceedings had at any such meeting shall be deemed to have
been duly had; and

c) where the proceedings at any such meeting are the proceedings of a
committee, the committee shall be deemed to have been duly constituted
and to have had power to deal with the matters referred to in the minute.

(6) The proceedings of an internal drainage board shall not be invalidated by any
vacancy in the membership of the board or by any defect in the appointment or
qualification of any member of the board.
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MEETING: G & P Committee   MEETING DATE:  12/01/21 

REF: KW/B2/2021  REPORT BY: Principal Officer 

Council Entitlement to Appoint Member Review 

The 8 local authorities are represented by appointed Members and this is allotted as follows; 

Bristol City Council 6 
South Gloucestershire Council 3 
Forest of Dean Council  1 
Gloucester City Council  1 
Herefordshire Council  1 
Malvern Hills District Council  1 
Stroud District Council  1 
Tewkesbury Borough Council 1 

RECOMMENDATION: That the report be noted. 

K Warren 

Principal Officer 

12th Jan 2022  
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MEETING: G & P Committee   MEETING DATE:  12/01/21 

REF: KW/B2/2021  REPORT BY: Principal Officer 

Co-option of Elected Members 

Introduction 

The Board currently has five vacancies for Elected Members. At the Boards AGM on 3rd November 
2021, it was resolved under minute 3298 that Member vacancies will be filled by Co-option. 

Vacancies were advertised and the deadline for nominations was 17th December 2021. 

Current situation 

Interest was initially received from five people including two potential returning Members. 

Four nomination papers were received by the deadline and will be submitted to the next Full Board 
Meeting for consideration. These were from two returning members Mr K Withers and Mr T 
Cullimore and two new Members Mrs P Ensor and Mr C Daniell. 

These nominations will be submitted to the Full Board meeting on 3rd February 2022 for 
consideration. 

RECOMMENDATION: That the report be noted. 

K Warren 

Principal Officer 

12th Jan 2022  
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Signed…………………………………………… Chairman           Dated: 6th February 2019 
 
 

LOWER SEVERN (2005) INTERNAL DRAINAGE BOARD 

PROCEDURE FOR VOTING ON APPOINTMENTS 

 

 
a) In the event of there being a contest for the appointment of Chairman or Vice-

Chairman of the Board and provided that the meeting is quorate, a show of hands, 
which would thereafter ensue, should require the successful candidate to obtain at 
least 50% of the votes cast at the meeting. If there are more than 2 candidates, the 
person with the lowest number of votes will be eliminated and the ballot re-run until 
one candidate achieves more than 50% of the votes cast. 
 

b) Once the Chairman of the Board has been appointed, nominations will be called for 
the appointment of a Vice-Chairman to be selected from the different category of 
members than that from which the Chairman has been drawn. Only if no nominations 
are made from that category, will nominations be then called for from the other 
category of members.  

 
c) The principles set out in (a) above will be applied to the appointment of Committee 

Chairs, which should take place at the first meeting of the relevant Committee 
following the Board’s Annual Meeting. 

 
d) Where there are more applicants for places on a Committee than the number of 

seats available, the person(s) with the lowest number of votes will be eliminated so 
far as may be appropriate to ensure that the number of remaining candidates is equal 
to the number of Committee seats available. 

 
e) In the event of the Board being invited to make an appointment to an outside body, if 

there are more nominations than places available, voting will be in accordance with 
the principles set out in (a) above until one candidate obtains at least 50% of the 
votes cast. 

 
f) The practice of the PO to seek a prior indication of the names of persons intended to 

be nominated for appointment as Chairman or Vice–Chairman of the Board be 
endorsed, without prejudice to the requirement that such persons (together with any 
other initially undeclared candidate) should be formally proposed and seconded at 
the relevant meeting. 

 
g) The practice of the PO in seeking information in advance of the Annual Meeting 

concerning Board Members Committee preferences be also endorsed. 
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Schedule of Policies with Review Dates         Updated:   Nov 2021 

 
 

Date of Adoption Minute 
Number 

Web Site Last Reviewed by G&P 
Committee 

Proposed 
Review 

Date 
Policy/Document  

1. Anti-Bribery Policy 23 September 2020 3106 Published  2 September 2020 2023 
2. Anti-Fraud and Corruption Policy 23 September 2020 3106 Published 2 September 2020 2023 
3. Biodiversity Action Plan 28 June 2017 2523 Published 31 March 2021 2024 
3a.  Biosecurity Policy and Procedures 6 February 2019 2822 No  2023 
4. Capital and Finance Reserves Policy 23 September 2020 3106   2023 
5. Complaints Against Board Members Procedure 23 September 2020 3106 Published 2 September 2020 2023 
6. Complaints Procedure 23 September 2020 3106 Published 2 September 2020 2023 
7. Data Protection Policy 28 April 2021 3211 Published 31 March 2021 2024 
8. Delegation of Powers to Officers 24 June 2015 2221 Published 4 December 2019 2022 
9. Employee Handbook  5 November 2014  2099 No Revised April 2021 

by Citation 
2023 

10.  Financial Regulations  3 February 2021 3002 Published 5 February 2021(Board) 2023 
11. Flood Protection and Water Level Management 

Policy Statement 18 September 2013 1860 Published 
  

12. Freedom of Information Publication Scheme 3 February 2021 3173 Published 2 December 2020 2024 
13. Gifts and Hospitality Policy 3 February 2021 3173 Published 2 December 2020 2024 
14. Grievance Hearings  5 June 2019 2879 No 3 April 2019 2022 
15. Home Working 3 November 2021 3294 No To be reviewed by G&P in March 

2022 for Full Board in June 2022 
2022 

16. Media Protocol 3 February 2021  3173 Published 2 December 2020 2024 
17. Media and Publicity Policy 26 February 2020     
18. Member Code of Conduct 3 February 2020 3173 Published 2 December 2020 2024 
19. Members/Officer Protocol 6 February 2019 2823 No* 5 December 2018 2022 
20. Mission Statement 6 February 2019 2823 Published 5 December 2018 2022 
21. Redundancy Policy  23 September 2020  3106 No* 2 September 2020 2023 
22. Standing Orders 28 April 2021 3211  Published 31 March 2021 2024 
23. Substitute Member Protocol 6 February 2019 2823 No*  5 December 2018 2022 
24. Voting on Appointments Procedure 6 February 2019 2823 No* 5 December 2018 2022 
25. Whistle Blowing Policy (revise 2 years not 3) 3 February 2021 3173 Published 2 December 2020 2023 
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Terms of Reference for the Board and Committees Date of Adoption  Minute 
Number 

Website Last Reviewed by G&P 
Committee 

Proposed 
Review 
Date 

25. Matters reserved for the Board 05 February 2020 3002 Published  04 December 2019 2023 
26. Engineering Committee 05 February 2020 3002 Published  04 December 2019 2023 
27. Finance & General Purposes Committee 05 February 2020 3002 Published  04 December 2019 2023 
28. Governance and Probity Committee 05 June 2019 2879 Published  03 April 2019 2022 
29. Staff & Pensions Committee 05 June 2019 2879 Published 03 April 2019 2022 
30. Treasury Management Committee 05 June 2019 2865 Published 03 April 2019 (Full Board) 2022 

 

 

 

 

Financial Registers for Annual Approval 
 

Date 
Approved/Noted 

Latest Minute 
No. 

 Review Due 

Annual Governance Statement/Accountability Return 9 June 2021 3233/34 Published Annually 
DEFRA Annual Report – signed by MD and JD 27 August 2021 - Published Annually 
Risk Register 6 October 2021 3272 Archived in Board 

Documents 
Annually 

Treasury Management Policy 9 June 2021 3231 Published  Annually 
Insurance Policies Schedule 9 June 2021 3231 Archived in Board 

Documents 
 Annually 

 

 

Other Policies/Guidance Notes Date of Adoption Minute Number Web Site Proposed Review 
Date 

      30. LGPS Discretions 2014 14 June 2014 2002 No* - 
31. Guidance for Elected Members in respect of Extended 

Absence 
22 June 2016 2352 Archived in Board 

Documents 
- 

32. Culvert and Structures Statement 9 November 2016 2415 Archived in Board 
Documents 

- 

33. Business Continuity Plan 12 February 2014 1934 No - 
34. Guidance for Members of staff in respect of Gifts and 

Hospitality 
28 June 2017 2532 Archived in Board 

Documents 
- 
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Board  
Council Entitlement to Appoint Members Review 8 February 2017 2481 Archived in Board 

Documents 
Triennially 

2020 
Members Register of Interests  October 2021 n/a Published November 2022 

 

Election   
Register of Electors Notice 7 April 2021  Published  April 2024 
Notice of Approved Electoral Register 9 June 2021  3237 Published June 2024 
Notice of Election 7 September 2021  Published September 2024 
Poll/No Poll 11 October 2021  Published October 2024 
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Appendix B

Lower Severn (2005) Internal Drainage Board

RISK REGISTER As at 6 October 2021
The owner of this document is the Principal Officer

Category of 
Risk Risk

Likelihood 
(without 
controls)

Impact 
(without 
controls)

Risk Level 
(without 
controls)

Risk response and control 
procedure Monitoring and Assurance Actions

Likelihood          
(with 

current 
controls) 

Impact                           
(with 

current 
controls)

Risk Level                   
(with 

current 
controls) Responsibility

Governance

Treat                                                     
As an action or non-action by the 
Board, employee, subcontractor or 
supplier. This includes personal 
behaviour.

Ensure that all risks are 
minimised. Ensure plans are 
fulfilled.

Use governance arrangements 
to utilise monitoring and 
feedback controls and 
assurances. Ensure that the 
Board is sensitive to changes 
and can respond accordingly. 
Publicly available website that is 
regularly updated and reviewed.

Treat                                                   
Inappropriate behaviour by a 
member of staff. Staff not aware of 
their importance in maintaining the 
Boards reputation.  

Staff training given on the 
importance of their actions 
or non action. Emphasise 
that they are the contact 
point for members of the 
public.

Staff receive ongoing 
appropriate training. All staff are 
issued with the Board's 
approved Employee Handbook.

G2
Board doesn't have adequate 
competency/skills to understand or 
control the business.

Medium Medium Medium

Treat                                                             
14 elected members, landowners 
and owner occupiers have a vested 
interested in ensuring drainage is 
effective.            

The Board consists of 14 
elected members and 15 
appointed members. The 
appointed members are 
determined by the local 
Councils within the Board's 
area.

Board members receive 
appropriate ongoing training. 
Good Governance Guide, 
published by ADA, made 
available to all Members. ADA 
Good Governance workshop 
took place in March 2019. Board 
members to access the ADA 
online training modules.

Low Medium Low Board

G3 Difficulty in appointing new Board 
Members. Low Low Low

Tolerate                                                  
Board consists of elected and 
appointed members. Member 
turnover is low.

Electoral register in place 
and updated to enable 
elections to take place. Last 
elections took place in 
October 2018.

Open elections for new Board 
Members due in October 2021. Low Low Low Board

G4 Susceptibility to concentration of 
power. High High High

Treat                                               
Management meetings held on a 
regular basis, Chair and Vice Chair 
involved.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

There are five committees 
that report to the Board. 
Each committee has an 
appointed Chair.

Segregation of duties and 
regular meetings between Board 
and key members of staff to 
review major issues and future 
actions. Schemes of delegation 
to both Chair and Officers in 
place.

Medium Medium Medium Board

Low High Medium Board, PO, AO, 
LDE, CEG1 Gradual or sudden loss of reputation High High High

Prepared by Martin Dear 23/12/2021 Page 1
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G5 There is no overall strategy for the 
organisation as a whole. High High High

Treat                                                        
The Board has a capital 
programme, a business plan and a 
corporate strategy. Strategic 
decisions being taken in the 
Avommouth Severnside Enterprise 
Area (ASEA) which decrease the 
risk of flooding in that area.

Business plan in place and 
reviewed annually. Regular 
reports to the Board 
regarding the ASEA. Use of 
Performance Management 
Indicators.

Regular review of forthcoming 
reporting deadlines at the Board 
meetings. Agenda Items for the 
Board and Committees 
reviewed annually. The Board 
operates in accordance with its 
approved capital and 
maintenance programmes. 
There is a long term strategic 
capital programme to 2029. 
Review ASEA to establish the 
most effective way to execute 
this work. Performance 
Management Indicators to be 
agreed.

Medium Medium Medium Board

Treat                                                       
Regular Board meetings take place.

Reports to Board on new 
legislation and regulations. 
Membership of Association 
of Drainage Authorities 
(ADA). Regular review of 
publicly available websites.

Transfer                                                 
Audit takes place on Management 
and Accounts to ensure compliance 
with legislation.

PKF Littlejohn appointed as 
external auditors by Smaller 
Authorities' Audit 
Appointments Ltd. Internal 
Auditors reappointed until 
2022/23.

Treat                                                    
Citation appointed as Health and 
Safety and Human Resources 
advisors.

Reports to Board. LDE 
monitors and maintains 
Health and Safety records.

Board have been made aware 
of the key legislative 
requirements to ensure they 
understand their responsibilities. 
Good practice: Health, Safety 
and Welfare IDB awareness 
modules issued by ADA, 
available to all members. Board 
members to attend training 
courses as appropriate.

Transfer                                                
Indemnity policy is in place so board 
do not have to pay compensation.

Included in insurance cover 
with Zurich Municipal. 
Zurich Municipal appointed 
on a five year contract.

Level of cover reviewed 
annually.

G6
Failure to comply with key legislation, 

regulations and Corporation 
requirements.

High High 

G7
Board not assuming control of key 
statutory requirements e.g. Health and 
Safety and Risk.

High High 

Board Low 

Board

High Medium

Low

High

Low

Regular review of forthcoming 
reporting deadlines at the board 
meetings. Access specialist 
advice as appropriate. Review 
of the Boards Structural 
Organisation. Training day on 
Public Procurement Regime 
took place on 21 April 2021 for 
PO, AO, CE, LDE, Foreman, 
Fitter, Chair of Board and 
Chairman of F&GP.

High Low 

Prepared by Martin Dear 23/12/2021 Page 2
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G8 Poor implementation of Eel 
Regulations. High High High

Treat
Non-compliance with regulations by 
not replacing the pumps which 
results in having to turn the pumps 
off. Consultants appointed  to report 
on steps to take to meet the 
statutory regulations.

Engineers to report to 
Engineering Committee as 
necessary. Pump 
replacement programme in 
place and being 
implemented. Project 
Steering Group (PSG) 
established. The Elmore 
Back project has it's own 
Risk Register. Review 
Elmore Back project.

Frequent update to Engineering 
Committee and Full Board. 
Liaison between the 
Engineering Committee and the 
F&GP Committee to ensure cost 
projections are regularly 
reviewed. PSG is project 
managing the replacement of 
pumps at Elmore Back and will 
project manage all future pump 
replacements. Address the main 
issues encountered with the 
Elmore Back project.  Officers to 
receive training in project and 
contract management. Upgrade 
the Accounts system to achieve 
'best practice' project 
management demands.

Low High Medium Board

G9

Lack of formal contractual 
arrangement with contractor working 
with Board on developments at 
Avonmouth Severnside Enterprise 
Area (ASEA)

High High High

Treat
Draw up and sign off with Water 
Environment contract/specification 
for all work at ASEA.

Use Member/Officer PSG to 
monitor the effectiveness of 
the new formal working 
arrangements.

Produce periodic reports via 
Sage for the PSG and 
Engineering Committee.

Low Low Low

PSG, 
Engineering 

Committee and 
CE

Category of 
Risk Risk

Likelihood 
(without 
controls)

Impact 
(without 
controls)

Risk Level 
without 
controls

Risk response and control 
procedure Monitoring and Assurance Actions

Likelihood          
(with 

current 
controls) 

Impact                           
(with 

current 
controls)

Risk Level                   
(with 

current 
controls) Responsibility

Finance

V1. Inaccurate assumptions in place within 
the Business Plan. High High High

Treat
There is a Business Plan in place 
and it is reviewed annually.

Business plan reviewed by 
the Board at least annually. 
Medium Term Financial 
Plan reviewed by F&GP 
Committee.

Business Plan stating objectives 
of the Board is in place. Medium 
Term Financial Plan prepared.

Medium Medium Medium
Board and 

F&GP 
Committee

Treat
Bishop Fleming have been 
appointed as Internal Auditors.

Internal Auditors appointed 
for two years until 2022/23.

Tenders to be sought for 
2022/23 and onwards.

Treat
Non-compliance with laws, 
regulations and proper practices 
that could have a significant 
financial effect.

Monitor all contracts with 
consultants. Projects and 
procurements costing over 
£10,000 have been 
reviewed to ensure 
compliance.

Compliance training to be given 
to the Board. Competitive tender 
for consultant work with clarity 
of roles and responsibilities with 
agreed formal deliverables.

V3 Security of deposit takers. Medium High High

Treat
Use NatWest as the main bankers. 
Cash deposits to be placed with any 
of the four main clearing banks. 
There are to be two or three deposit 
accounts. The maximum notice on 
a notice account to be six months. 
For fixed term accounts the 
maximum notice to be six months.

Treasury Sub Committee to 
review investments and 
performance.

Regular reporting to the 
Treasury Sub Committee. Low Medium Low

Board and 
F&GP 

Committee

BoardV2 Inadequate internal control resulting in 
poor financial management. Medium High High Low Medium Low
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V4 Investments. High High High
Treat                                               
Appointed Smith and Williamson as 
investment managers.

Treasury Sub Committee to 
review investments and 
performance of Smith & 
Williamson.

Regular reporting to the 
Treasury Sub Committee. Low Medium Low F&GP 

Committee

Transfer                                              
Accounts are audited by External 
Auditors appointed by Smaller 
Authorities' Audit Appointments Ltd.

External Auditors report on 
and certify the Annual 
Governance and 
Accountability Return 
(AGAR).

AO  responds and takes action 
regarding recommendations 
made by the External or Internal 
Auditors.

Treat                                                                                                
Accounts Officer  to be responsible 
to the preparation of accounts.

Management Accounts are 
regularly presented to 
F&GP Committee and then 
onto the Board.

Accounts/budgets prepared by 
Accounts Officer. Accounts 
reporting system to be upgraded 
to provide financial reports for 
the Board directly from the 
system.

Transfer                                               
Internal audit will look for fraudulent 
activity as part of the annual audit 
process.

Performed by Internal 
Auditors.

Fraud and whistle blowing policy 
circulated to all staff. All Staff

Treat                                                      
Chair and Vice Chair have access 
to internet banking.

Access log available.

Accounts Officer has been 
added as a bank signatory and 
internet banking. Further 
segregation of duties.

Board

Transfer                                            
Increased Fidelity Guarantee 
Insurance.

Cover reviewed annually. Community insurance  cover 
with Zurich Municipal. Board and PO

Treat                                                         
Fraud policy and whistle blowing 
policy in place.

Policy in place approved by 
the Board. Fraud and 
whistle blowing policy 
circulated to all staff.

Fraud and whistle blowing policy 
circulated to new staff. PO

Treat                                                   
Register of members interests held 
on file.

Register maintained and 
available for review.

Updated as members interests 
change. PO

Treat                                                    
Ensure no unauthorised transfer of 
funds from bank accounts. 

Bank signatories regularly 
reviewed. Monthly bank 
reconciliations undertaken. 
Approved financial 
regulations. Segregation of 
duties - authorising invoices 
- processing invoices  for 
payment - authorising 
invoice payment.

Dual authorisation of payments 
and bank transfers required. PO and AO

High V5

V6 Fraud occurring through deliberate 
activity. High High 

Inaccurate Accounting. Medium Low Medium 
PO, AO and 

F&GP 
Committee

High Low

High Medium Medium Medium
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V7 Effect of inflation and exchange rate 
movements on specific areas. Low Low Low

Treat                                          
Budget overspent in year. The 
effect of inflation over the timescale 
of the pump replacement 
programme.

Budget agreed by the Board 
in February. Considered 
when levy and agricultural 
rate set by Board in 
February.  PSG to monitor 
the finances and progress 
of the programme.

Monitored regularly by F&GP 
Committee. The Board has no 
influence over national rates of 
inflation or international 
exchange rates. Assumption of 
increased costs e.g. on salaries 
included in draft budgets. 
Monitor the implication of the 
phasing out of red diesel. 
Investigate the feasibility of a 
shorter deployment time of the 
programme. A review of the 
source of funds including 
investigating additional income 
streams for the programme.

Low Low Low
Board , F&GP 
Committee and 

AO

V8 Impact of movements in interest rates 
on income. Low Low Low

Treat                                                                     
All cash balances held in approved 
banks.

Monitoring of budget, 
Medium Term Financial 
Plan, Capital Reserve and 
Developers Fund Reserve. 

Actual rates and revised 
estimated presented to Board in 
February and November. 
Revision to the Treasury 
Management Policy approved 
by the Board in June 2021.

Low Low Low
Board, F&GP 

Committee and 
AO

V9 Failure to achieve value for money. Medium Medium Medium

Treat                                                           
Three quotes are obtained for any 
major purchase over £5,000 unless 
there are few suppliers. Compliance 
with Financial Regulations.

AO reviews with LDE/CE. Chair and Vice Chair informed 
of award and reasons. Low Low Low Board and AO

Category of 
Risk Risk

Likelihood 
(without 
controls)

Impact 
(without 
controls)

Risk Level 
without 
controls

Risk response and control 
procedure Monitoring and Assurance Actions

Likelihood          
(with 

current 
controls) 

Impact                           
(with 

current 
controls)

Risk Level                   
(with 

current 
controls) Responsibility

Management and Maintenance

M1
Increased risk of flooding owing to 
inaccurate assumptions affecting the 
planned maintenance programme.

Medium High High
Treat                                                  
There is a realistic planned annual 
maintenance programme.

LDE monitors progress of 
the plan throughout the 
year.

Progress regularly reported to 
the Engineering Committee and 
the Board.

Low High Medium

Board, 
Engineering 

Committee and 
LDE

M2
Inadequate provision for safeguarding 
the Boards assets. Loss of Machinery 
through theft or damage.

Medium High High

Treat                                                              
Machines are locked up and fenced 
off. Spare Machines are available to 
meet work schedules.

Location is reported daily. 
Spares either held in 
workshop, or immediate 
delivery. Repairs carried out 
on site/workshop. Assets 
checked against the Fixed 
Assets Register. Monthly 
stocktake undertaken.

Staff training on type of 
equipment and all aspects of 
Health, Safety and risk review. 
All plant machinery insured 
through Fenton Insurance 
Services. All machines are 
tagged.

Low High Medium LDE

M3 
Loss of specific personnel leading to 
work being not completed on 
schedule.

Low High Medium

Treat                                                           
Skilled workers are trained up so if 
one could not work then another 
could, ensuring minimum down 
time.

Training schedules are 
maintained by the LDE.

Staff are trained to use 
equipment as appropriate. Low Low Low LDE
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M4 Damage to Third Party property or 
individuals Medium High High Treat                                                    

Risk assessments undertaken.

Close Supervision by 
Foreman and LDE. Covered 
by insurance.

Regular staff training and 
updating of information held re 
maps, access etc.

Low High Medium LDE

M5 Pumps fail to operate Medium High High
Treat                                                   
Pumps maintained and checked at 
regular intervals.

Planned maintenance 
undertaken. Pumps 
checked by Foreman.

Pump replacement programme 
enacted. Out-of-hours response 
arrangements in place.

Low High Medium LDE

M6 Watercourse unable to convey water High High High

Treat                                                   
Rhines and ditches regularly 
cleared of weed growth. Flaps 
desilted on a regular basis . 
Culverts regularly checked and 
cleared out.

Planned maintenance 
undertaken. Rhines and 
Ditches checked by 
Foreman.

Planned annual maintenance 
schedule. Low High Medium LDE

M7 Lack of progress of the Biodiversity 
Action Plan High High High Treat                                                            

Aims and objectives are met.  Approved by Board.

Implementation of plan by 
modifications to standard 
operations in designated 
locations and in special projects 
with partners. Progress regularly 
reported to the Board on 
meeting the targets in the plan.

Medium Medium CE and LDE

M8
Poor or non-implementation of the 
Pumping Station replacement 
programme

High High High

Treat                                              
Introduce Project Management 
regime to ensure the programme is 
managed effectively.

Use of Member/Officer 
Project Steering Group to 
manage the programme 
systematically.

Produce monthly variation 
reports via Sage for the PSG 
and Board, setting out all risks, 
remedial actions and costings.

Medium Medium Medium
Board, PSG, 

PO, AO, LDE, 
CE

M9 Untimely or non-replacement of 
vehicles and plant High High High

Treat                                              
Use agreed machinery replacement 
programme to ensure timely 
purchase of new machines.

Use Engineering Committee 
to manage the programme 
effectively.

Produce periodic variation 
reports via Sage for the 
Engineering Committee, setting 
out all risks, remedial actions 
and costings.

Low Low Low
Engineering 

Committee and 
LDE
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Category of 
Risk Risk

Likelihood 
(without 
controls)

Impact 
(without 
controls)

Risk Level 
without 
controls

Risk response and control 
procedure Monitoring and Assurance Actions

Likelihood          
(with 

current 
controls) 

Impact                           
(with 

current 
controls)

Risk Level                   
(with 

current 
controls) Responsibility

Human Resources
Treat                                        
Unsure of role or expectations.

Clear job descriptions in 
place. Annual Staff 
appraisals.

Staff issued with Job 
Descriptions and Employee 
Handbook. Open 
communications through staff 
meetings and open door policy. 
Timely staff appraisals take 
place.

Treat                                               
Pay review, pensions. Board agree all pay reviews 

and changes.
Pay scales are reviewed to 
ensure they remain competitive.

Tolerate                                            
Pay in line with expected action of 
skill level of staff.

Pay scales are set annually, 
at national level. Changes 
to staff responsibilities are 
set against tables/spine 
points. 

Pay scales and conditions are 
reviewed at least bi-annually to 
ensure they remain competitive. 
Non monetary benefits such as 
holiday entitlement is monitored 
to ensure that this also remains 
competitive to aid recruitment 
and retention.

Treat                                            
Increase training.

Training schedules are 
maintained.

Staff receive ongoing relevant 
training. In-house computer 
provided to enable online safe, 
and cost-effective training to 
take place.

Transfer                                     
Pension fund review.

Annual review by actuaries 
of Glos LGPS. LGPS 
scheme closed to new staff 
in July 2015.  Staff 
appointed since August 
2015 are auto enrolled into 
a defined contribution 
Pension Scheme. The 
Employee contribution to 
this scheme is set at 2% 
above the Government 
minimum.

LGPS Employer contributions 
are revised on basis of actuaries 
triennial review. Employer 
contribution to defined 
contribution pension scheme is 
reviewed.

HR1 Inability to retain or recruit new staff. Low Board, PO and 
AOMedium Medium Medium Low Medium
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Treat                                            
Lone working training, manual 
handling and use of ladders.

Training schedules are 
maintained. Skyguard Lone 
worker system in place.

Where possible restrict amount 
of lone working.

Treat                                            
Street work signage training has 
been given.

Training schedules are 
maintained. 

All workers have completed 
signage training.

Treat                                                   
Accident occurs which injures a 
member of staff.

Treat                                                   
A member of staff contracts a 
disease.

Treat                                                   
A member of staff contracts Covid-
19.

All staff have been given or 
have access to PPE. LDE 
regularly reviews the current 
situation and decides if any 
further action needs to be 
taken. Office based staff 
working from home on a 
rota basis.

All operators have had 
individual meetings with the 
Foreman/LDE, where operators 
were informed as to how to 
minimise the risk. All staff have 
been issued with the 'Managing 
COVID-19 in the Workplace 
(Social Distancing) Handbook.' 
Also issued with a COVID-19 
Risk Assessment which is 
reviewed when necessary in line 
with Citation/Government 
guidelines.

Treat                                                  
First aid training.

Health and Safety Training 
schedules are maintained. 

All workers have completed first 
aid training.

Transfer                                  
Fidelity Guarantee Insurance cover. Cover reviewed annually.

Cover under community 
Insurance through Zurich 
Municipal.

AO 

HR3 Loss of key members of staff in a 
small team. Medium Medium Medium

Tolerate                                             
Other Drainage Boards, 
Environment Agency and Local 
Authorities could be asked to advise 
on operational needs if engineers 
were to leave.

Member of ADA and in 
dialogue with other Boards 
and use of consultants.

Ensure that admin duties are 
understood by more than one 
individual.                                     
Engineers overlap to ensure 
spread of knowledge.

Low Low Low AO,LDE and CE

LDE

HR2 Incidents to staff. Medium High Low

Risk assessments are 
undertaken before starting a 
job. Staff wear appropriate 
Personal Protective 
Equipment.  Staff are 
trained on machinery before 
they operate it. Accidents 
are reported and logged.

All workers have completed 
appropriate training. The LDE 
reviews all risk assessments. All 
staff are issued with the Board's 
approved Employee Handbook.

HighHigh Medium
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Category of 
Risk Risk

Likelihood 
(without 
controls)

Impact 
(without 
controls)

Risk Level 
without 
controls

Risk response and control 
procedure Monitoring and Assurance Actions

Likelihood          
(with 

current 
controls) 

Impact                           
(with 

current 
controls)

Risk Level                   
(with 

current 
controls) Responsibility

Office Systems/IT 

Treat                                           
Can work from home using a  
Laptop which will have server 
access.

A disaster recovery plan has 
been approved and clearly 
explains the steps that should 
be taken dependent on the type 
of disaster that occurs.

Treat                                                  
Backups of server daily and once a 
week major backup.

Orchard Computer services. 
Daily/weekly backups.

O2
Failure to store confidential and 
personal data in a secure 
environment.

High High High

Treat                                                  
Ensure compliance with Data 
Protection Act 2018 and General 
Data Protection Regulation.

Review of data held 
annually. Destruction of 
data that is either out of 
date or no longer required. 
Paper records to be 
destroyed by a secure 
method and computer 
records to be deleted and 
erased.

Ensure that all staff and the 
Board are aware of the need to 
keep data secure and the 
implications of releasing 
personal sensitive data. 
Produce a GDPR Document 
Schedule. Produce a Document 
retention and destruction 
timetable.

Low High Medium AO

O3 Failure to provide adequate insurance 
cover. Medium High High

Transfer                                   
Level of Insurance cover is 
reviewed annually .

Cover reviewed annually. Cover provided through Zurich 
Municipal. Low Low Low AO

O4 Inadequate functionality of IT systems. Low Medium Low

Tolerate                                          
IT Systems are updated as and 
when they are needed. No specific 
high spec computers are needed, 
all packages used are basic and 
non bespoke.

Sage upgrades are 
incorporated as available. 
Microsoft Office upgraded 
as appropriate. Data base 
holding rating information 
updated as necessary. 
Drainage Rating System 
(DRS) has been 
implemented.

IT Systems are reviewed on a 
regular basis. New/upgrades to 
software packages only 
purchased as necessary to 
improve information and 
efficiency of the business.

Low Low Low PO and CE

Key: CE - Civil Engineer
LDE - Land Drainage Engineer
AO  - Accounts Officer
PO - Principal Officer

F&GP Committee - Finance & General Purposes Committee
PSG - Project Steering Group

Business 
Continuity/Disaster 
Recovery plan tested 
satisfactorily in 2011 with 
Orchard computers.

PO,CE, LDE 
and AOO1 Disaster to office premises/IT. Low High Low MediumMedium Low

Prepared by Martin Dear 23/12/2021 Page 9
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MEETING: Governance & Probity Committee    MEETING DATE:  12.01.2022 

REF: KW/HR12/2021     REPORT BY: Principal Officer 

CAR INSURANCE COVER 

INTRODUCTION 

At its meeting on 31 March 2021, the Board asked me to check that employee car insurance 
documents provided for business use.  

[Minute 3203 refers.] 

ANALYSIS 

I have obtained insurance certificates from all affected staff – ie 13 in all – and can confirm that 
their cover includes business use in the policy terms and conditions. Two members of staff do not 
require this cover because they exclusively drive IDB vehicles at work and claim no mileage.   

Periodic monitoring of staff insurance documents is planned to ensure that compliance with this 
requirement is maintained. 

Recommendation: 

That the report be noted. 

Kieran Warren, Principal Officer 

December 2021 
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MEETING: Governance & Probity Committee    MEETING DATE:  12.01.2022 

REF: KW/HR5/2021     REPORT BY: Principal Officer 

DATA PROTECTION TRAINING 

INTRODUCTION 

At its meeting on 31 March 2021, the Board asked me to investigate the above issue and report 
back.  

[Minute 3203 refers.] 

ANALYSIS 

Accounts Officer Martin Dear acts as the Board’s Data Protection Officer (DPO) and ensures, for 
example, that as an organisation we comply with DP legislation and that our registration with the 
Information Commissioner’s Office is renewed annually and updated as and when required.   

When the Data Protection Act 2018 came into force, the DPO looked into how the new legislation 
should be applied, particularly the impact of the General Protection Data Regulation (GDPR). After 
attending a number of workshops on the issue, he led a training session for all office-based staff in 
April 2018 and also produced a report and policy document for the Board, which was approved in 
June 2018. 

As a result, office staff destroyed or archived a large number of hard copy and electronic files which 
the Board could not justify retaining on the grounds of reasonable operational/business 
requirements. 

I have asked the DPO to consider whether any refresher training is necessary and will report further 
on this at the meeting. 

Recommendation:  

That the report be noted. 

Kieran Warren, Principal Officer 

December 2021 
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MEETING: Governance & Probity Committee    MEETING DATE:   

REF: KW/E4.1/2021     REPORT BY: Principal Officer 

BIODIVERSITY ACTION PLAN - CONSULTATION 

Introduction 

Members discussed the above issue at the virtual Committee Meeting held on 31 March 2021. The Minute 
reads: 

Policies to be Reviewed 

Biodiversity Plan  

The Chair felt the plan reflected the Board’s aspirations to maximise the biodiversity benefits from its 
activities. Cllr Riddle suggested that it could be sent out for consultation to an environmental body for 
review. For example, to check for any new protected species to be included. Members agreed with this. The 
PO suggested contacting ADA and Cllr Jones suggested local council Biodiversity officers may be able to help. 

[Minute 3203 refers.] 

Subsequent Action 

In April this year I contacted the following organisations, with a response deadline of 30 June 2021: 

• All 8 of the local authorities subject to the LSIDB Special Levy
• The 3 Wildlife Trusts covering Avon, Gloucestershire and Worcestershire
• The Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust, Slimbridge
• ADA

The responses 

Three of the above organisations responded and their comments are attached to this report, viz: 

ADA – Appendix 1 

Worcestershire Wildlife Trust – Appendix 2 

Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust – Appendix 3 

Comment 

The Biodiversity Action Plan was first adopted by the Board at its meeting held on 28 June 2017. 
Clearly, with the introduction of the Environment Act 2021 (referred to in two of the responses) it 
needs to be comprehensively reviewed so that the aims and objectives align with the latest 
legislation. The Civil Engineer will undertake a thorough overhaul of the Plan for consideration by 
the full Board. 

Recommendations: That 
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(1) The report be noted; and 
(2) The BAP be recorded in the Schedule of Policies maintained for periodic review by the 

Governance & Probity Committee. 

 

 

 

 

 

Kieran Warren 

Principal Officer 

January 2022 
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APPENDIX 1 

 

Response from ADA 

Thank-you for the opportunity to review the BAP and it is great to hear that the Board is taking the 
opportunity to review its approaches and goals. The BAP suggests that much has been achieved in 
line with the targets set out when it was first written so congratulations for that and I look forward 
to learning what the new set of goals are for the IDB. Is there a BAP review or lessons learned output 
which identifies what went well and what could be improved upon? And do you have any other 
partner feedback on the BAP which may provide hints and tips for future projects and approaches? 

 

With current environmental policy and mainstream approaches focussing on partnership working 
and landscape scale solutions such as the developing Local Nature Recovery Strategies, I will be very 
interested to learn about your views and experiences in this regard when bringing together the next 
BAP iteration for the Board.  

 

You may be aware that ADA updated and refreshed the IDB BAP template and guidance earlier this 
year so that more recent environmental policy and approaches were considered such as the 25 year 
environment plan and the forthcoming Environment Bill. If you have not yet done so it may help to 
take a look at the template and see if there are any areas you may wish to include to bring the 
Boards BAP right up to date. Here is a link: 

https://www.ada.org.uk/2020/11/ada-launches-updated-biodiversity-action-plan-for-idbs/ 

 

You may also be aware that ADA is to publish an Environmental Good Governance Guide later this 
summer which may help the IDB to consider a wider scope of environmental conservation and 
enhancement of which the BAP is one important delivery mechanism. Unfortunately I can’t provide 
you with a draft ahead of time but I will let you know as soon as something can be shared. I can 
discuss the scope and ambition of the guide if you’d like to call me directly. 

 

Finally, ADA is also about to launch a national IDB annual biometrics survey which the IDB may wish 
to contribute towards. The survey aims to gather quantitative information from IDBs each year 
about their activities to conserve and enhance habitats and species with the aim of collating and 
promoting a national picture of the contribution IDBs make to supporting biodiversity. I can see that 
some of the work that was undertaken as part of the previous BAP such as surveys to better 
understand populations of some species such as water vole within the IDB district and remediation 
of fish and eel barriers would very much be in line with the biodiversity information which is sought. 
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APPENDIX 2 

 

Response from Worcestershire Wildlife Trust 

Apologies for missing the deadline to respond, fortunately Worcestershire is only a small part of 
your area of responsibility. 

 

The aspirations of the plan are sound and there is little to add to the objectives in a Worcestershire 
context.  

 

It would be helpful in terms of context in the plan to understand what success you have had meeting 
some of the objectives, which are quite broad in many cases. This is particularly true where you have 
set targets such as establishing 10% modified channel management to benefit aquatic species, and 
0.5 hectares of fen/marsh/swamp created. I recognise such creation is not easy for the IDB as you 
don’t actually own land, but targets are a good thing in your BAP plan and monitoring success 
against those targets would be helpful in assessing how effective it is. 

 

I hope that is helpful, if somewhat late. As always we remain keen to work with you in the areas we 
cross over, particularly on water levels and bank management so do get in contact if you have 
ecologically beneficial proposals. We’ve had ongoing improvement in bird and insect diversity at our 
Hill Court farm reserve at Longdon marsh, so if you or your engineers ever want a visit do let me 
know. 
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 Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust 
Robinswood Hill Country Park 

Reservoir Road 
Gloucester 

GL4 6SX 
  

info@gloucestershirewildlifetrust.co.uk 
www.gloucestershirewildlifetrust.co.uk 

Telephone: 01452 383333 
 

Registered charity number: 232580 
Registered in England number: 708575 

 
28th June 2021 

 

REF: Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust response to IDB Biodiversity Action Plan 
Consultation 

Dear Kieran,  

I have attached Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust’s (GWT) comments on the IDB 
Biodiversity Action Plan. GWT welcomes the review and the opportunity to comment 
upon it. GWT’s view is that the plan requires substantial revision in order to align with 
changes in legislation, Government policy and Local Nature Recovery Strategies. 
The extent of legislative, policy and strategic change is very significant. As it stands 
the IDB BAP may not be compliant with the Environment Bill and it is poorly aligned 
with the Government’s 25 Year Environment Plan.   

The advice of GWT would be to delay revision of the IDB BAP until autumn 2021, 
after the Environment Bill has been enacted and the Gloucestershire Local Nature 
Recovery Strategy (LNRS) is in production. Ideally the IDB would engage with 
production of the LNRS, which will supersede the Local BAP and become the 
primary strategic biodiversity plan in the county. Proceeding with adoption of the 
current document would leave the IDB out-of-step with approaches to nature’s 
recovery in Gloucestershire and may not properly demonstrate adherence to the 
NERC Act.   

The main areas where revision is required are: 

- In several places the plan refers to superseded policy and legislation, such as 
Biodiversity Action Plans and the Natural Environment White Paper. It should 

Kieran Warren 
Principal Officer  
LSIDB 
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Page 2 of 5 
 

- aim to adhere to the Environment Bill and align with the Government’s 25 

Year Environment Plan and Local Nature Recovery Strategies. 
 

- The document does not reflect the amended and strengthened NERC Act 
duties being introduced through the Environment Bill.  
 

- The biodiversity audit needs updating, including integration of the Nature 
Recovery Network and Natural Capital spatial mapping produced by GWT 
and the Gloucestershire Local Nature Partnership (GLNP). These can be 
viewed here https://naturalcapital.gcerdata.com/  
 

- The objectives may be better defined as key ecological features rather than 
habitats and species, as this will support integration into IDB management 
actions.  
 

- The plan presents biodiversity benefits and flood risk management as a 
dichotomy rather than something is possible to achieve through multi-
functional land use and nature-based solutions. 
 

- There is no reporting of monitoring data and impact from the last plan period. 
The new plan needs to include a monitoring plan, with measurable indicators 
of success.  
 

- Some of the actions included are not supported by conservation evidence as 
being beneficial for the target feature.  
 

- NIA’s have been superseded by an ecological network approach, which will 
be complemented by Nature Recovery Areas.  

I would be happy to discuss further with you. I think it would be very beneficial for the 
plan if a representative of the IDB can join the GLNP’s Nature Recovery Working 
Group. This group normally meets three times a year and will lead development of 
the LNRS. This would bring the IDB up to speed on the current state of biodiversity 
legislation, policy and strategy both in the county and nationally. An alternative way 
to connect would be to attend meetings of the Severn Vale CaBA partnership, which 
is linked to the GLNP group.  

Kind regards 

 

Dr Gareth Parry 

Director for Nature’s Recovery 
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GWT response to Lower Severn Internal Drainage Board 
Biodiversity Action Plan Review – June 2021 

Page 3 of 5 
 

 

Legislative and policy context 

The plan refers to policies that are out-of-date with current national or local 
approach. For example, it refers to the Natural Environment White Paper rather than 
the 25 Year Environment Plan. The plan also refers to Nature Improvement Areas 
(NIA’s) and Biodiversity Action Plans. NIA’s have been replaced by Nature Recovery 
Networks (NRN) and Nature Recovery Area (NRA). Whilst BAP is still current at a 
national level it is a dated approach that has been largely ineffective and will be 
replaced by Local Nature Recovery Strategies (LNRS) based on the NRN.   

The local networks and infrastructure have also changed – the Gloucestershire 
Biodiversity partnership no longer exists and has been replaced by the GLNP, 
specifically the GLNP Nature Recovery Working Group.  

This section would benefit from outlining the legal duties of IDB’s. A key concern is 
that the plan does not reflect the strengthening of NERC Act duties through 
Environment Bill. This will make it a requirement for public authorities to assess how 
they can take action to conserve and enhance biodiversity, and then take these 
actions. This is a notable shift away from ‘having regard to’ with a stronger emphasis 
on demonstrating action to conserve and enhance biodiversity. There will be a 
requirement to carry out strategic assessments of actions taken and report on 
actions taken to comply with this duty – this is likely to require quantitative 
assessment. This document needs to set out how this will be done, the frequency, by 
whom etc.  

There appears to be some guidance on how to integrate the biodiversity 
requirements of IDBs with the Environment Bill. https://www.ada.org.uk/2020/11/ada-
launches-updated-biodiversity-action-plan-for-idbs/  

Biodiversity audit 

The data is too old to be considered a reliable evidence based and requires 
updating. This should include assessment of NRN and Natural Capital mapping. Due 
to potential changes to legislation such as the Wildlife and Countryside Act and the 
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 over the next 1-2 years, it is 
recommended that a review process is built into the plan to ensure that the IDB is 
continuing to be legally compliant.  

Objectives 

It would be better to take an adaptive management approach of identifying key 
ecological features, the attributes of these features and the factors that affect them, 
rather than only focusing on habitats and species. This would support an action plan 
with clear objectives that are both achievable and can be monitored.  
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GWT response to Lower Severn Internal Drainage Board 
Biodiversity Action Plan Review – June 2021 
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Implementation  

The approach does not consider the potential for multi-functional benefits approach 
i.e delivering biodiversity enhancements can also benefit flood risk. This is a key 
feature of the new agri-environment schemes and the 25 Year Environment Plan. 
There will be potential to deliver flood risk mitigation more sustainably with nature-
based solutions, but this is missing from the plan at the moment.  

Monitoring 

The plan would ideally report on monitoring from the last plan period to assess what 
impact the actions had and whether they should be continued, adjusted or removed. 
Looking forward a clear monitoring plan is needed, with sufficient resourcing and 
measurable indicators of success (SMART targets). This is likely to be necessary to 
demonstrate legal compliance with the amended NERC Act.   

Actions  

This section will need revision to complement the LNRS once it has been produced. 
Examples of some issues are listed below. The main concern of GWT is that quite a 
few actions do not specify what action the IDB will take. The actions are often 
passive, and it would be better to have specific action with clear measurable benefits 
that the IDB can commit to delivering.  

Lowland grasslands – drainage operations have a big impact on condition and 
management through changes to the hydrology, which some important plant 
communities are very sensitive to. Other key partners are CaBA and Floodplain 
Meadows Partnership. There is a need for greater demonstration of IDB taking 
action to benefit these grasslands, particularly around designated sites.  

Rivers and streams – CaBA is a key missing partner. The commitment should be 
greater than then just seeking opportunities. Management could include 
consideration of sediment and work to prevent depletion of reaches. Ideally identify 
specific measurable outcomes.  

Rhines and Drainage Board Watercourses –The rhines and land drains will often 
lead directly into the Severn Estuary, and therefore, have the potential to have direct 
impact on the health of the intertidal habitat and associated designated sites. Whilst 
it may not always be possible to restore or expand salt marsh habitat the work of the 
IDB could certainly help maintain it. Consideration should be given to potential 
changes to ‘ridding’ in areas where annual vegetation removal is not required and/or 

the potential to alter management to only remove vegetation on one-side. Changes 
could also be considered to rhine profiles, the installation of earthen bunds to hold 
water back in low flows whilst not impacting drainage function of the ditches. This 
should explore options to support re-naturalisation and nature-based solutions to 
flood management. 
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GWT response to Lower Severn Internal Drainage Board 
Biodiversity Action Plan Review – June 2021 

Page 5 of 5 
 

Ponds – The target for pond creation is very low. This could be linked to the district 
licensing scheme for newts and create new income streams for landowners.  

Unimproved neutral grasslands – It would be desirable to have a SMART objective 
for the IDB to deliver against. 

Canals Canals – both the Gloucester and Severn and Stroudwater canals fall within 
the LSIDB catchment, so the work the IDB carry out has the potential to impact canal 
biodiversity . 

Species actions – This section need extensive updating and assessment against the 
Conservation Evidence database to determine whether actions are effective. Actions 
such as creation of otter holts and hare surveys are unlikely to be beneficial and 
should be removed. Furthermore, many actions are relatively vague e.g. ‘population 
enhanced’ and therefore not measurable. Water vole populations may be a key 
ecological feature of the Severn Vale, with significant populations in the lower 
Frome/ Slimbridge areas. Management could include expansion of sites, 
consideration and alteration of vegetation management to support species, timing of 
cutting to avoid breeding season. There is work towards creating resilient wetland in 
the Severn which the IDB could be a valuable partner in.  

Reedbeds – There is potential to work with landowners/NGO’s to create 

reedbeds/ponds to provide these habitats, which provide multiple benefits.   

Implementation plan 

This section is helpful, and the objectives appear well thought out. It would be helpful 
to see what actions will be taken to achieve these objectives. One action that would 
be beneficial would be for the IDB to join and actively participate in the LNP Nature 
Recovery Group and the Severn Vale CaBA. This networking could have avoided 
many of the concerns GWT has raised with the document.   

The implementation plan must be supported by a monitoring plan and published 
reports to demonstrate how many objectives and targets are being achieved. The plan 
should also integrate regular review points to adjust to legislative changes and take 
advantage of opportunities for new investment, such as Biodiversity Net Gain.  
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